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SOLDIERS OF WORLD WAR I – THE GREAT WAR  

FROM EMU PARK and SHIRE OF LIVINGSTONE 

 

Lieutenant (Service No. 941) of the 5th Light Horse Regiment & 

Australian Flying Corp 

Harold was born on 21 December 1890 at Rockhampton, twelfth child of William Fraser, (wool-

scourer) and his wife Annie (née Grieve), both Scottish born.  Educated locally, Harold spent 

eighteen months apprenticed to an architect, but with the exploits of his brother Donald before him, 

was not happy in an office. He chose instead to train in the pastoral industry as a jackeroo on Portland 

Downs, a huge sheep station in the central-west of Queensland and eventually became the overseer for 

this station.  Harold enlisted in the Australian Imperial Forces on 15 January 1915 at the age of 24.  

He was selected to be a Trooper (same rank as a Private) in 5th Light Horse Regiment (LHR) that 

was raised in Brisbane in September 1914, entirely from men who had enlisted in Queensland, and 

formed part of the 2nd Light Horse Brigade.  On average, the strength (number of personnel) of a 

light horse regiment was 558 with a structure indicated below: 

Section Troop Squadron Regiment 

4 Troopers Troop Headquarters   

(1 Officer, 3 Troopers) 

 

8 Sections 

 

4 Troops Regimental Headquarters  

25 Officers 

 

3 Squadrons 

1 Machine Gun Section 

 

The recruits took a riding test which varied from place to place.  At one camp they had to take a 

bareback army horse over a water jump and a sod wall. In another, they had to jump a log fence.  

They also had to pass a very strict medical test before they were accepted. 

Many of new Troopers brought their own horses to the camp and if the horse met army standards, it 

was bought by the Commonwealth for about £30 ($60).  Many of the recruits were given remounts - 

army horses bought by Commonwealth purchasing officers from graziers and breeders.  These were 

called "walers" because they were a New South Wales stockhorse type; strong, great-hearted 

animals with the strains of the thoroughbred and semi-draught to give them speed, strength and 

stamina.  The horse was carefully fitted with the special military saddle, designed to carry a 

remarkable array of equipment with the least possible discomfort.  The new troopers, when 

mounted on their horse, would carry extra clothing, food and personal possessions that were in a 

canvas haversack carried over the shoulder.  Across the other shoulder hung a one litre water bottle.  

As well as the 90 rounds of ammunition in his bandolier, he carried ten rounds in the .303 calibre 

rifle slung over his shoulder and another 50 rounds in pouches on his belt, which also supported the 

bayonet and scabbard. 
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Photo of Harold Fraser in his Light Horse uniform. 

He was transported to the Middle East in 17th May 1915 on HMAT (A57) Malakuta and joined the 

5th LHR at Gallipoli on 25th September 1915.  The 5th LHR played a defensive role for most of the 

campaign but was involved in several minor attacks.  Major General Godley (Commander of the 

ANZAC Corp) congratulated the 5th LHR for conducting a successful operation on 3rd – 8th 

November 1915 when they advanced their position to Wilson Lookout on Harris Ridge.  Estimated 

Turkish causalities were placed at 500 compared to 81 for the 5th LHR.  The transport of rations 

and water entailed a large amount of work.  The Regiment was camped about a mile from the 

landing stages. The rations were usually brought from the Beach to Brigade Headquarters by mule 

pack, and carried by man pack from Brigade to the Regiment, a distance of about a quarter of a 

mile. Sometimes we had to bring the rations from the Beach. Water was always a serious question. 

There were no running streams in our jurisdiction. Wells had been dug in the gullies near the 

Landing Beaches, but the supply was small, and our water fatigues often had to wait hours before 

their turn came to fill their petrol tins. Two tins of two gallons each formed a load. A gallon a day 

per man was the normal issue (drinking, cooking and washing), but it was not always available. 

The 5th LHR were ordered to supply reliefs for part of the Lone Pine position, which had been 

captured by the AIF infantry on the evening of 6th August.  The whole of the Lone Pine positions 

had not been captured.  The situation was that the ANZACs forces held the western part of the 

position and the Turks held the eastern and there communication trenches between the two parts.  

The holding of Lone Pine had been a more expensive operation than the taking of it.  On 25th 

August, the first party of 130 men were sent for a 48 hour duty.  They discovered the trenches to be 

in a very unsatisfactory state.  There were hundreds of dead bodies in an advanced state of 

decomposition.  A large number of these bodies were only partially buried.  The enemy were 

occupying their trenches within 20 to 30 metres from ours.  If any movement was made, or a person 

spoke in ordinary tone, it immediately attracted bombs.  A number of periscope rifles were brought 

into use as well as a large supply of bombs that were used to start an offensive against the Turks.  In 

a very short time 5th LHR obtained superiority. 

Part of the work of the troops on duty in these trenches was to smother the live bombs thrown in by 

the Turks before they could explode.  The men detailed for this job were given blankets which they 

folded into eight or more thicknesses.  When a bomb dropped in the trench, the men would cover it 
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with a blanket.  Owing to the looseness of the blanket and the thickness of the folds, the flying 

pieces of bomb were smothered and did no harm.  This was the sort of work which once earned 

Victoria Crosses, but this was treated as an ordinary part of the day's work and obtained no special 

recognition. 

Harold’s regiment was evacuated the Gallipoli Peninsular by the night of 19/20th December 1915.  

Total causalities for the 5th LHR for the Gallipoli campaign were 75 Killed in Action, 266 

Wounded In Action and 804 sick out of 1,024 men (this figure includes the reinforcements during 

the campaign).  Harold was promoted to Corporal on 10th December 1915. 

On the 23rd February 1916, the Regiment moved to Serapeum where they were engaged in 

occupying the Suez Canal Defences with the regiment strength was 550 all ranks.  On the 5th April, 

the Regiment moved from Serapeum to Salhia and was mainly conducting training.  On the 22nd 

April, the 5th LHR proceeded to Katia (Qatiya), via Kantara and Dueidar.  The country to the front 

of Dueidar was a fair sample of the Sinai Desert where the Regiment defended the post from the 

Turkish attacks.  Harold was promoted to Temporary Sergeant on 11th July.  From the 18th July, 

when the Turkish force consisting of 18,000 troops was reported to be advancing towards Egypt 

until the subsequent advance after the defeat of the Turks at Romani, the 5th LHR was engaged in 

sending out strong patrols to Dhaba on the East and Aras on the South, by day.  By night, posts 

were kept at Hill 383 (three miles) and 331 (six miles) and at a point three miles out to the east of 

Dueidar.  

 

Map showing the positions at 4.00 p.m. on the 4th August 1916. Red circle showing 

the position of the 5th LHR. 

On the morning of the 5th August, the 3rd Light Horse Brigade, plus the 5th LHR, marched from 

Dueidar to Biren Nuss. On arrival there, the Regiment joined up with the New Zealand Brigade and 

came under the command of the Brigadier of that unit.  At 10 a.m. the New Zealand Brigade, 

including this Regiment marched towards Katia along the telegraph line. The 3rd Brigade marched 

towards Hamisah. The 1st and 2nd Brigades and 5th Mounted Brigade (Yeomanry) were marching 

towards Katia from Romani. 

When the New Zealand Brigade and the Regiment had arrived within a couple of miles of Katia 

Oasis, the Brigadier informed the Commanding Officer of the 5th LHR that the five mounted 

brigades were going to charge Katia Oasis mounted (usually the LHR dismount and attack the same 
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way as the infantry) .  The Brigadier was informed of the fronts his brigade was to attack and 

explained that a battery of heavy Austrian guns was positioned amongst certain palm trees on 

Regiment’s front.  The 5th LHR was accordingly instructed to gallop the Turkish position along 

with one of the New Zealand regiments and the other four mounted brigades were to charge on our 

flanks.  The Regiment formed in two lines.  'A' and 'B' Squadrons formed the front line and 'C' 

Squadron formed the second line.  The squadrons were formed in line of troop columns.  The 

ground to be covered was sand, over which was scattered small brush.  Bayonets were drawn and 

fixed on the rifles, which were to be used as lances.   

 

Orders were issued that on approaching the Turkish position the troops would gallop up into line 

and the Regiment would sweep through the Turkish position.  The Regiment accordingly moved off 

at a fast trot, with bayonets fixed, over a distance of about a 1 ½ miles (2.5 km). Within half a mile 

(800 metres) of the objective the troops galloped into line, and the Regiment charged the oasis.  As 

they approached their objective, machine guns, rifle fire, and artillery opened fire from the Turkish 

position further to the rear.  The Regiment had gained their objective but the other brigades were 

not charging in mounted as anticipated.  Hence, it would serve no purpose for the Regiment to 

charge alone, across the open country, to the main position of the Turks.   

 

The Regiment was then separated across the Brigade line.  The 3rd Brigade did not advance on the 

right-flank because they met strong opposition and were not able to take up their allotted place.  The 

result of this was that the Turks started to out-flank the New Zealand Brigade line occupied by 'C' 

Squadron, and some very close quarters fighting ensued.  Fighting continued throughout the day. 

The enemy's strength greatly exceeded the Allies and their artillery was very active.  Late in the 

afternoon, a determined counter-attack was made by the enemy.  They opened an extremely heavy 

artillery and machine gun fire on the 2nd Brigade and forced them back, which resulted in the left 

flank being open.  A gap formed in the Division's line and the Regiment’s left flank was moved 

backwards to prevent the Turks manoeuvring around the rear of the Regiment.  Soon after this, 

orders were received for the whole Division to retire to Romani to water their horses.  Casualties 

sustained to the 5th LHR were 37 and three prisoners were captured. 

 

Temporary Sergeant Fraser was Wounded In Action (server gunshot wound to the right shoulder) 

during this action15th September 1916 at Hod El Fatir and was in action for the Battle of Mazar.  

On the 16th September orders were received to operate against the Turkish advance garrison at 

Mazar. These operations were to be undertaken by the Anzac Mounted Division (Major-General 

Chauvel).  The Brigade arrived at Geeila at dawn.  The Brigade left Geeila at 4.45 p.m. This 

Regiment formed the advance-guard. At a point on the southern road, north of Hill 157, the 3rd 

Light Horse Brigade moved south-east, with a view of attacking Mazar from the east. The 2nd 

Brigade moved on east, this Regiment forming the advance-guard as before. When within about two 

miles of Mazar instructions were received for this Regiment to reconnoitre the enemy.  It was now 

dawn. The Regiment then advanced to a ridge overlooking Mazar.  Three troops of 'A' Squadron 

advanced on the right and two troops of 'C' Squadron to the front, 1000 yards further on.  The left 

flank of the advance line was within 200 yards of the enemy trenches and the right flank was within 

800 yards. Rifle fire and machine gun fire was opened on the enemy.  

 

A message was then received from the Brigade that Mazar was said to be to the south and for the 

Regiment not to advance any further east (this message was later proved to be incorrect).  The 

instructions given to the 3rd Brigade was that their objective was to be reached at 6 a.m.  At 6.10 
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a.m. the Regiment was ordered by the 3rdd Brigade to withdraw.  Soon after that, General Chauvel 

and General Ryrie then arrived at the Regimental Headquarters and gave instructions that the 5th 

LHR were not to retire beyond the current position until satisfied that the 3rd Brigade and the 7th 

Regiment had retired.  On ascertaining that those two units had retired and that the batteries had 

done so also, the Regiment escorted the guns to the rendezvous. During the latter part of our stay at 

Mazar, the enemy anti-aircraft guns were converted into field pieces and shelled the Regiment.  The 

Regiments casualties during these operations were one Killed In Action and three Wounded In 

Action.   

 

Harold was transferred to the Royal Flying Corp (RFC) School of Instructions at Zeitoun near Cairo 

on 27th January 1917 to attend his pilot’s courses.  He was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant on the 27th 

April 1917 and on completion of these courses, he was transferred to 1st Squadron of the Australian 

Flying Corp (Upon joining the British forces in Egypt the squadron became known as 67th 

(Australian) Squadron, RFC).  Not everyone was suited to this new field of military operations.  

Light horsemen or "bushmen" were thought to be physically fitter and have quicker reflexes and a 

better "character" than other men; they were common in No. 1 Squadron.  In the Middle East 

Oberleutnant Gerhardt Felmy, the leading German pilot facing No. 1 Squadron, earned the 

admiration of his adversaries. It was not uncommon for him to drop messages from and 

photographs of recently captured Australian airmen on their home field. The Australians did the 

same for the Germans and drank toasts to Felmy in their mess.  

Harold was promoted to Lieutenant on 8th September 1917. 

Some of the exploits of Lieutenant H.L. Fraser from “L. W. Sutherland's account of operations of 

the 1st Squadron, A.F.C., 40th wing, R.F.C., 1917-1919” are mentioned below.  But first an extract 

from L.W. Sutherland’s accounts to highlight the importance of Harold and other fellow pilots; “It 

might be noted here that throughout these operations the machines of 1st Squadron carried out daily 

reconnaissances of the enemy’s movements and dispositions to a distance of about 40 miles behind 

his front line; made numerous machine gun attacks upon Troops, Camps, Transport and other 

ground targets, in addition to carrying out a number of bomb raids of selected targets. Recognition 

of this work was officially recorded in a Despatch from the Commander in Chief which stated that 

during those days the Air Force not only gained valuable and timely information but repeatedly 

attacked the enemy’s troops and transport with bombs and machines guns from low altitudes, 

inflicting considerable losses”. 

 

On the 4th January 1918, a formation of 17 machines, 10 of which were from 1st Squadron (one 

pilot was H.L. Fraser), raided the German Aerodrome at JENIN and dropped 1,600-lbs. of 

explosives (25-lb Coopers Bombs) with good effect.  

The Anti-Aircraft Batteries for the most part were manned by Austrian and German gunners, whose 

shooting at times was ‘uncomfortably’ accurate. Batteries were installed at AMMAN, HERICHO, 

HUWARA, TULKERAM, MESSUDIEF and KALKILEH, while one or two guns were discovered 

from time to time, operating from other points which the enemy desired to screen from the 

searching ‘eye’ of our reconnaissance machines.  The ‘hottest’ corner was probably around 

TULKERAM and KALKILEH, where several of our machines were hit by Anti-Aircraft fire.  

During each of these successive flights over this area, Lieut. Fraser’s machine was hit, in one 

instance the damage being such as to necessitate the renewal of two of the planes. 

One of the most noteworthy features in the work of this period was the amount of photography done 

by the Squadron, notably in January (1918), when a record of the front was created.  When our 

Observers commenced to reconnoitre the country to the North of JAFFA, LUDD and 

JERUSALEM, it soon became apparent to them that the maps we held of this territory were in 
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many respects inaccurate.  The position of important roads, villages, etc. was wrongly shown, while 

other points of military significance located by our observers did not appear at all.  As an outcome 

of this disclosure, it was decided to obtain an overlapping series of photographers with the object of 

re-mapping the whole of this locality. It represented the area of 624 square miles, extending to a 

distance of 32 miles behind the enemy’s lines.  The task was allocated to the 1st Squadron and was 

entered upon on January 15th (1918).  Five machines (Martinaydes and B.E. 12. A’s) were detailed 

for the work, Lieutenant H.L. Fraser being one of the pilots.  On the same occasion - January 16th – 

when our photographic machines were in the vicinity of JENIN Aerodrome, Lieut. H.L. Fraser, who 

was flying a Martinayde, was attacked by an Albatross Scout. He engaged the enemy machine 

which was ultimately driven down on the JENIN Aerodrome by the escort.  During this engagement 

Lieut. Fraser’s machine received several bullets, one of which passed through the fuselage, entering 

two inches behind the pilot’s seat. A second bullet hit one of the instruments in the cockpit. 

 

The raid on the HEDJAZ RAILWAY was launched on the 21st March 1918 when our forces 

advanced from the Valley towards AMMAN. One of the main objectives was to destroy a large 

viaduct South West of AMMAN. Stubborn opposition was met with and our troops were 

considerably handicapped by heavy rain, which rendered the tracks almost impassable. Our 

machines co-operated closely in this operation and despite the unfavourable weather, made 

numerous attacks on the enemy with bombs and machine gun fire, and reported their movements to 

our own force. Frequently our pilots flew beneath low-lying clouds, literally skimming the 

mountain tops, in these attacks. In addition to the raids already referred to, troops at SHUNET 

NIMRIN were bombed on the 24th., troops and camps at DAMIE, cavalry South West of 

KUTRANI and rolling stock at KASTAL on the 27th., rolling stock at ZERKA on the 29th. These 

raids were carried out by Pilots – Capts, R.M. Smith, MC. S.D. Addison, Lieuts, A.J. Morgan, E.P. 

Kenny, S.A. Nunan, C.S. Paul, E.C. Stooke, D.C.M. C.C. Peters, and H.L. Fraser.  

 

Harold was awarded the Military Cross on 1st January 1918 in recognition to his services to the 

Australian Flying corp. 

 

Lieutenant Fraser’s recommendation for the Military Cross 

He returned to Australia on 14 June 1918.  Harold returned to Queensland and engaged in raising 

and trading sheep. In 1931, he founded Rockhampton Aerial Services and carried passengers, 

newspapers and money between Brisbane and central Queensland by air.  Following a plane crash, 

Rockhampton Aerial Services was sold to Airlines of Australia in 1936.  He once more turned to 

agriculture and bought a cattle station.  With his brother Donald, he also engaged in successful gold 

mining.  Suffering severe burns in a house fire, Harold Fraser died on 1 November 1950 at 

Kingaroy.  He left behind his wife, two daughters and one son. 
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Photo of Lieutenant Harold Livingstone Fraser of the Australian Flying Corps, 1917  

 

   
 

Harold Fraser medal entitlement: Military Cross, 1914-15 Star, British War Medal and Victory 

Medal 

 

    
 

Unit Colour patches of the 5th Australian Light Horse Regiment and Australian Flying Corp with 

the Pilot Wings badge.  
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